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Abstract—Knowledge plays an important role to the success of any organization. Software development organizations are highly knowledge-intensive organizations especially in their requirement elicitation process (REP). There are several problems regarding communication and sending the knowledge in R EP such as misunderstanding, being out of scope, conflicting information and changes of requirements. All of these problems occurred in transmitting the requirements knowledge during REP. Several researches have been done in REP in order to solve the problem towards requirements. Knowledge Audit (KA) approaches were proposed in order to solve managing knowledge in human resources, financial and manufacturing. There is lack of study applying the KA in requirements elicitation process. Therefore, this paper proposes a KA model for REP in supporting to acquire good requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

REQUIREMENT elicitation is a knowledge intensive process which aims to identify the needs of clients for the software to be developed. But there are some problems regarding the knowledge in REP [1] such as misunderstanding, confliction of information, undefined scope and continuous changes of requirements. The misunderstanding means that users or stakeholders don’t have a complete and accurate understanding of their needs, and computer capabilities. For example, the stakeholders use different language when delivering the requirement information to developers. Sometimes, they may omit the important information or deliver unnecessary and useless information [2], [3].

During requirements elicitation process it is difficult [2] to determine the scope due to project size and dimensions at an initial development phase. Furthermore, the boundary and scope of the system is not defined well. The issues on conflicting information among stakeholder is mentioned in[1]. In addition, different users may have different experience, knowledge and the ways to interpret the requirement’s information [4]. Sommerville also points that the requirement engineers have to find main sources and potential sources of the requirements [5]. The others issues in REP is constant changes of requirements [5], [4] which named as the problem of volatility by Christel [2].

As mentioned above, REP problems are regarding knowledge transmission from users and stakeholders to developers. According to Hylton [6] measurement of efficiency of knowledge transmission is considered as one of the processes and contributions of KA. Thus, we propose a KA model to assure efficiency of knowledge transmission during REP using Iterative triangulation method. Our model aims to support knowledge transmission in REP between customers and developers and mitigate the mentioned problems.

This paper is divided into four sections. The first section is introduction. The second section of the paper describes the related research regarding knowledge audit and knowledge in REP. The third section describes the proposed model and the last section is the conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

A. Knowledge Audit

Knowledge Audit is a dynamic process to evaluate, assess, and analyze knowledge policies, resources, structure, flow and need in organization [7].

Different researchers proposed various models, frameworks and methodologies for KA.

Ganasan and Dominic developed a hybrid model, they focused on core processes[8]. The six stages of their model are listed below:

1) Information and culture assessment
2) Core process prioritization
3) Knowledge health measurement
4) KA reporting
5) KM strategies recommendation
6) Continuous re-auditing

Wu and Li introduced the concept of knowledge capital and proposed a rocket-shaped model for KA. They focused on KA team, KA processes and methodologies and knowledge capital. The processes introduced by them are planning stage, data collection stage, data processing stage, data analysis stage, reporting stage and summary stage [9].

Handzic proposed a KM Audit model to get a precise illustration of organization’s knowledge strategies and assets. Socio-technical enablers, knowledge processes and knowledge stocks, KM drivers (environmental factors) and KM outcomes are introduced as the elements of this model [10]. The authors consider the concept of contingency that states there is no single solution for all situations. The author also mentioned...
the dynamic nature of knowledge processes. This model didn’t introduce any processes or activities in order to perform KA.

On the other hand, Perez-soltero proposed a model and framework consisting of ten stages naming [11]:
1) Identifying organization objectives and process,
2) Identifying organization’s core processes
3) Prioritizing and selecting organization’s core processes
4) Identifying key people
5) Meeting key people
6) Knowledge inventory
7) Knowledge flow
8) Knowledge mapping
9) Auditing reporting
10) Knowledge re-auditing

This framework focuses on core processes and introduces support tools for each stage to assist the implementation.

Cheung proposed an eight-step framework [12]. The steps in their framework are:
1) Orientation and background studies
2) Cultural assessment
3) In-depth investigation
4) Building knowledge inventory and knowledge mapping
5) Knowledge network analysis
6) Recommendation
7) Deploying KM tools and building collaborative culture
8) Re-audit

This framework addressed the limitations of existing KA approaches because of lacking real-life implementation. The advantage of this framework is regarding consideration of knowledge management (KM) needs, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats and risks.

Suo proposed a framework to measure the KM of an organization [13]. This framework focuses on knowledge environment, knowledge process and knowledge capability and demonstrates that KA has an effective impact on continuous improving KM capability although does not provide details of KA activities.

The framework proposed by Sharma on the other hand, consists of four main steps such as knowledge map creation (knowledge flow analysis), knowledge taxonomy (knowledge inventory), knowledge SWOT analysis (knowledge needs) and recommendations for tacit and explicit knowledge mobilization [14]. This framework mostly focused on knowledge map and taxonomy.

Juiling introduced a framework for KM audit based on processes which including three main parts. The first part is about the enterprise’s knowledge and its practices or basic activities and focuses on the nature of knowledge (tacit and explicit). The second part relates to core processes of KM audit such as KM Environment Audit (KMEA), Knowledge Asset Audit (KAA), KM Capacity Audit (KMCA), and KM Performance Audit (KMPA). The third part explains support processes of KM audit and concentrates on KM System Standards, Enterprise culture leads, and KM Tool Support [15]. This framework provides a clear and well-defined classification of the processes. The aim of each process is stated in details but not adequate details are provided for KA implementation based on this framework.

Lee proposed an action-oriented and contextual audit methodology, namely STOCKS (Strategic Tools to Capture Critical Knowledge and Skills) [16]. This methodology also has various useful stages. Prioritizing and selecting processes is the first stage in this methodology. Studying the workflow, STOCKS form filling and STOCKS workshop come next. The following stages are regarding knowledge inventory and analysis, in-depth interview and data validation, and providing recommendations respectively. This methodology pays a considerable amount of attention to practical stages for implementing KA.

B. Requirement Elicitation Process

Requirements elicitation is defined as a process of acquiring, seeking, discovery, and elaborating requirements for developing a computer-based system [17].

There are four main activities in REP including requirement discovery, requirement classification, requirement prioritization and negotiation, and finally requirement specification [5].

The first activity is discovery requirements in which developers and stakeholders interact with each other in order to uncover system requirements. Domain requirements are discovered using stakeholders and documentation as well.

In the second activity the unstructured requirements from the previous phase should be organized into clusters.

The third activity is requirement prioritization. This activity is regarding the conflict of requirements because there are different stakeholders; their opinion about requirements may conflict.

The last activity of REP is requirement specification in which the documentation takes place.

C. Knowledge in Requirement Elicitation Process

Different researchers viewed REP with a knowledge orientation approach and studied various sets of knowledge. We identified six main knowledge categories in REP naming; technical knowledge, managerial knowledge, domain knowledge, human knowledge, infrastructure knowledge and software knowledge.

Technical knowledge is related to knowledge and skills such as computer science, requirements analysis, requirements modeling, designing, technical writing, using specific tools and methods, software architecture, network, programming and project management [18], [19].

Managerial knowledge refers to planning, staffing, and leading a project [18] and communication and negotiation skills. The ability to reach an agreement, gain commitment, and to encourage information exchange are some examples of managerial knowledge [19].

Domain knowledge is about the domain and environment in which software is going to be used and therefore the requirements are related to the environment [18], [20]. Domain knowledge is used to make sure the requirements are clearly defined, are complete and understandable and agreed by all of the stakeholders [19].
Human knowledge refers to knowledge and skills about leadership, teamwork, communication, negotiation, accepting direction, mentoring, consulting and past experience [21], [22].

For eliciting the requirements, developers need to communicate with the stakeholders. This communication can be face to face or remote [5]. Infrastructure knowledge is the knowledge about and the ability to use different communication and collaboration technologies including networks, Internet, and mobile technologies, email, web browser, social networks, online meeting and video conferencing [19].

Software knowledge refers to knowledge about using software tools which support the requirements elicitation process. For example we can name knowledge about diagramming tools, analysis tools, layout designer and report generators, document generators, code generators and repositories.

Several researches have been conducted on approaches, models, and methods regarding knowledge in REP; among all those, Laporti proposed an approach based on collective knowledge to progressively extract the system requirements. He used a narrative story telling technique and evolved to a more formal representation in form of scenarios and finally defined use cases [18].

Liu proposed a semantic approach for requirement elicitation and analysis. He aimed to encapsulate the domain knowledge of different aspects into a domain model. He claimed that the model provides robust semantically supports for requirement elicitation and analysis. They consider completeness and consistency of requirements in their approach [19].

Kaiya used domain ontology and web mining to propose a method and tool to enhance domain knowledge for requirements elicitation. They claim that their proposed enhanced ontology contribute to boosting the completeness and correctness of requirements [20], [21].

Wan found that the barrier of requirement elicitation is the knowledge asymmetry and difference between customers and developers. Thus, they put forward a knowledge conversion model based on SECI (Socialization, Externalization, Combination, Internalization) Spiral Model and knowledge flow between clients, developers and requirement experts [22].

As mentioned in section one, REP faces several problems due to knowledge transmission from stakeholders to developers. On the other hand one of KA roles is to measure the efficiency of knowledge transmission in organizations. Different researchers studied different aspects of knowledge such as knowledge conversation, using collective knowledge to extract requirements, focusing on domain knowledge in REP, but there is no work regarding KA in REP. Therefore, we aim to study KA in REP and proposed a KA model to support the process of requirement elicitation.

III. CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE AUDIT MODEL FOR REQUIREMENT ELICITATION PROCESS

In developing our model, we used iterative triangulation method. There are six stages in iterative triangulation namely: literature review, selecting cases, analyzing case data, shaping conjectures, refining the model, and finally conclusion and evaluation [23]. Following the above-mentioned steps we performed literature review on KA models, frameworks and methodologies [7]. Then we selected the cases from different researches. The KA processes can be categorized into three main processes: knowledge acquisition, knowledge flow analysis and knowledge assessment. After make consideration for carefully and comprehensively studied and analyzed of data collected. Then we proposed a knowledge audit conceptual model for REP. With some reflection of response from respondent such as their comment and suggestion, we took consideration on several changes to improve the model.

Fig. 1 shows a knowledge audit conceptual model for REP. The model involves three main processes: knowledge acquisition, knowledge flow analysis and knowledge assessment. The knowledge acquisition process consists of various activities and steps. This process involved data collection [9], identifying organization’s processes [11], [16], [8], identifying and meeting key people [11], and performing in-depth interviews [16], [24], [12]. The knowledge flow analysis process contains numerous activities and can be through different approaches. For example, activities that involved are building knowledge inventory [11], [12], [16], creating knowledge taxonomy [14], knowledge network analysis [12] and knowledge mapping [11], [12], [14]. Then, it followed by knowledge assessment process. There are some activities in this process such as audit reporting [11], [9], [8], providing summary [9] and recommendations [8], [12], [14], [16].

The model is including of five main components such as knowledge sources, requirement knowledge, elicitation techniques, knowledge inventory and assessment. The relationships among these components and their role in KA processes are described in the model.

The knowledge sources along with elicitation techniques are used in knowledge acquisition process. In this stage the knowledge possessed by knowledge sources from practitioners, stakeholders and organization’s documents are acquired using proper elicitation techniques.

The requirements knowledge involves in knowledge flow analysis. The requirement means knowledge is classified in six categories such as human knowledge, infrastructure knowledge, software knowledge, technical knowledge, managerial knowledge and domain knowledge. This knowledge is stored in knowledge inventory.

The assessment knowledge includes the scale of completeness, correctness, understandability and modifiability of requirements knowledge. The report toward results and recommendations will be provided to practitioners in REP.

The process of acquisition, analyze, stored and assessment may occurred in iterative to implement knowledge audit in
REP. The result of the process will assure the good requirements document created.

IV. CONCLUSION

In REP, the problems such as misunderstanding, undefined scope, conflicting information and changes of requirements draw intention by researchers. All of these problems occurred during communicating and using the knowledge in REP. Knowledge Audit (KA) is a dynamic process to analyze, evaluate and assess the knowledge toward policies, resources and need of organization. In regards to its capabilities the KA were proposed in order to solve managing knowledge in human resources, financial and manufacturing. This paper discusses on knowledge audit conceptual model for REP. The model involves three main processes: knowledge acquisition, knowledge flow analysis and knowledge assessment. The model is including of five main components such as knowledge sources, requirement knowledge, elicitation techniques, knowledge inventory and assessment. The processes of acquisition, analyze, stored and assessment of requirements knowledge are conducted iteratively during knowledge audit in REP to pledge good requirement document. A software system based on this model is being designed to assist knowledge auditors in a software organization.
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